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Abstract. The use of a channelization mechanism on model observers not only makes mimicking human visual
behavior possible, but also reduces the amount of image data needed to estimate the model observer param-
eters. The channelized Hotelling observer (CHO) and channelized scanning linear observer (CSLO) have
recently been used to assess CT image quality for detection tasks and combined detection/estimation
tasks, respectively. Although the use of channels substantially reduces the amount of data required to compute
image quality, the number of scans required for CT imaging is still not practical for routine use. It is our desire to
further reduce the number of scans required to make CHO or CSLO an image quality tool for routine and frequent
system validations and evaluations. This work explores different data-reduction schemes and designs an
approach that requires only a few CT scans. Three different kinds of approaches are included in this study:
a conventional CHO/CSLO technique with a large sample size, a conventional CHO/CSLO technique with
fewer samples, and an approach that we will show requires fewer samples to mimic conventional performance
with a large sample size. The mean value and standard deviation of areas under ROC/EROC curve were esti-
mated using the well-validated shuffle approach. The results indicate that an 80% data reduction can be
achieved without loss of accuracy. This substantial data reduction is a step toward a practical tool for rou-
tine-task-based QA/QC CT system assessment. © 2016 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10

.1117/1.JMI.3.3.035503]
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1 Introduction
For detection tasks and combined detection/estimation tasks, in
which the observer must detect a signal and estimate parameters
of the signal (e.g., contrast and size), the channelized Hotelling
observer (CHO)1–11 and the channelized scanning-linear
observer (CSLO)12 have successfully been utilized to measure
image quality. To implement these two observers, first-order and
second-order statistics are needed, which are typically estimated
using sample images from a training dataset. For an M-element
regions of interest (ROI), without channelization, the inverse of
the sample covariance matrix exists only when the number of
images in the training dataset is larger than M þ 1. In a CT im-
aging system, however, it is difficult to have a training dataset
larger than M þ 1 because M is usually very large—even for a
small ROI. The process of channelization in which the image
data are processed by a small number of channels to produce
channel outputs provides a solution to this problem. The number
of channels is typically much less than M. For instance, the
number of dense-difference of Gauss (DDOG)13 channels
selected in this study is 10, so the dimension of each channelized
sample becomes 10, whereas the ROI size might contain
M¼ 100 × 100 ¼ 104 pixels. Thus, the minimum required
training size reduces to 11 instead of 104 þ 1 in this specific
example. The channelization makes the CHO and CSLO
possible for limited datasets in CT systems. Although the

channelized model observers become possible tools in CT im-
aging systems, the number of required images to estimate both
the mean vector and the covariance matrix accurately is still
quite large. Thus, conventional channelized model observers
cannot be used as a quality assurance tool for routine system
validation. In this study, an approach is proposed that reduces
the required number of CT images and enables routine system
evaluations using model observers for task-based assessments of
image quality.

The goal of this study is to explore different methods to
reduce data demand for computing CHO/CSLO performance
and propose a practical model-observer-based approach for
potential routine QA/QC of CT imaging systems. We will
use high-dose images to estimate the first-order statistics, i.e.,
the mean signal image, and use the leave-one-out covariance
(LOOC)14 method to estimate the second-order statistics, i.e.,
the covariance matrices.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Real Data Preparation

In this work, low contrast (LC) objects embedded in four differ-
ent phantoms were imaged on a GE Discovery CT750 HD CT
system. Two of the phantoms were QRM-LC-FD1 and QRM-
LC-FD4 phantoms (QRM Quality Assurance in Radiology and
Medicine GmbH, Moehrendorf, Germany) and the other two
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were MITA CCT 183 and MITA CCT 189 phantoms (The
Phantom Laboratory, Salem, New York). The LC objects
embedded in each phantom varied in size, contrast, or both.
In this study, we used them differently for different study
tasks. The MITA CCT 183 phantom was used for pure detection
tasks and the validation of our proposed ideas, the QRM-LC-
FD1 was used for combined detection and size estimation
tasks, the QRM-LC-FD4 was used for combined detection
and contrast estimation tasks, and the MTIA CCT 189 phantom
was used for a combination of detection, size and contrast esti-
mation tasks. The properties of LC objects in these four phan-
toms are listed in Tables 1–4. Only axial scans were used in this
work. The slice thickness was 0.625 mm and the collimator
aperture used was 20 mm. The x-ray voltage was kept at
120 kVp and current range was tuned to ensure that the task
being performed was neither too difficult nor too easy.

Various radiation dose protocols were used and for each dose
level, 50 repeat scans were acquired. The image reconstruction
algorithm used in this study was filtered backprojection (FBP).
From each of these scans, 10 individual realizations of signal
and noise ROI were extracted from each scan for each different
low-contrast signal. Thus, there were 500 individual image pairs
for each LC object at every dose level. The images were recon-
structed at a field of view of 180 mm with a matrix size of 512 ×
512 image pixels. ROIs with a size of 100 × 100 pixels

containing the LC object under study in the center (signal-
present case) and the noise (signal-absent case) were extracted
from the image slices, which is about 35 mm × 35 mm in size.

2.2 Simulation Data Preparation, Analytical
Solution, and Baseline

Since the number of acquired images is always limited in experi-
ments, simulation data were generated to find the baseline per-
formance and help understand the variability in our methods.
Because the two key components, first- and second-order statis-
tics, needed in our observer models are the same for pure detec-
tion tasks and combined detection and estimation tasks, without
loss of generality, our simulation was focused on the case of
pure detection task. Simulated image pairs for signal-absent
and signal-present classes are given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;375signal − absent image g1 ¼ nþ b ¼ HWþ b; (1)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;343signal−present imageg2¼nþbþs¼HWþbþs; (2)

where subscript index 1 and 2 denote signal-absent and signal-
present, respectively. The signal s is circular LC objects with
blurred edges. The term b is the phantom background and
was estimated using real signal-absent images. The noise struc-
ture n was simulated using correlated Gaussian noise. The con-
volution of a blurring filter with white Gaussian noise can be
represented with matrix operatorH and a vectorW, respectively.
The matrixH can be generated from the autocorrelation function
RG that was estimated using real images. RG is given by
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;218

RG ¼ 1

N

XN
n¼1

greal1;n g
real
1;n ¼ hg1gt1i

¼ hðHWþ bÞðHWþ bÞti ¼ σ2HHt þ bbt; (3)

where superscript real signifies real image data, t denotes the
transpose operation, and σ is the standard deviation estimated
from real image data. RG, σ, and b are all known and dose
level dependent. The blurring kernel H is calculated by taking
the square root of 1

σ2
ðRG − bbtÞ.

The figure-of-merit (FOM) of this study is the area under the
ROC curve (AUC). The analytical solution of AUC can be cal-
culated through the noise covariance matrix.15 The noise covari-
ance Kn can be determined via

Table 1 MITA CCT183 phantom.

Object Diameter (mm) Contrast relative to background (HU)

1 3 14

2 5 7

3 7 5

4 10 3

Table 2 QRM-LC-FD1 phantom.

Object Diameter (mm) Contrast relative to background (HU)

1 3 −2

2 5 −2

3 7 −2

4 10 −2

Table 3 QRM-LC-FD4 phantom.

Object Diameter (mm) Contrast relative to background (HU)

1 5 −5

2 5 −10

3 5 −25

4 5 −50

Table 4 MITA CCT189 phantom.

Object Diameter (mm) Contrast relative to background (HU)

1 3 14

2 5 7

3 7 5

4 10 3

5 15 14

6 15 7

7 15 5

8 15 3
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;552

Kn ¼ hnnti ¼ hðHWÞðHWÞti ¼ hHWWtHti ¼ σ2HIHt

¼ σ2HHt ¼ RG − bbt: (4)

The AUC can be approximated through the SNR of the test
statistics using

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;326;752SNR ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
stK−1

n s
q

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
stðRG − bbtÞ−1s

q
; (5)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;326;723AUC ¼ 1

2

�
1þ Erf

�
SNR

2

��
; (6)

where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, and Erf is the error func-
tion. Since RG is a function of dose level so the SNR and AUC
are also functions of dose level.

To validate the simulated images, the radial average noise
power spectrum (NPS)16 profile of the simulation and the
real images were compared. The comparison (Fig. 1) indicated
that the simulated noise background is very similar to the real
noise background. An example of a simulated image and a real
image is shown in Fig. 2. The analytically derived AUC values
(solid line) were compared with the AUC values calculated
using the CHO method from 20,000 pairs of simulation images
(dashed line in Fig. 3), and the comparisons demonstrated that
the above derivation of the analytical solution is reasonable.

To better understand any biases present while using a limited
number of real data, we compared the AUC values generated
using finite numbers of simulated images with the AUC values
generated by the analytical solution and 20,000 pairs of simu-
lated images. We found that the AUC values of CHO using 240
training images and 260 testing images (solid line with triangle)

Fig. 1 Radial average NPS profile at 120 kVp 80 mAs: simulation
data (black-circle solid line) and real data (black-dashed cross line).

Fig. 2 Signal-present image averaged by 500 images at 120 kVp 80 mAs: (a) simulation image and (b)
real image.

Fig. 3 Signal-absent image at 120 kVp 80 mAs: (a) simulation image and (b) real image.
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were very close to both the analytical solution (solid line) and
the 20,000 image pairs CHO (dashed line) for all four objects
with accuracy ranging from 98.25% to 99.87% (Fig. 4). This
high accuracy in the simulation study indicates that 500 real
image pairs will result in negligible bias and can be used as
the baseline for the rest of our experimental study.

2.3 Traditional Approach

2.3.1 Channelized Hotelling observer

The CHO approach requires a relatively large amount of training
data to estimate the means and covariance matrices to generate
accurate estimates of task performance. The image template cal-
culated by the CHO is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;63;594Wt
CHO ¼ s̄tS−1; (7)

where s̄ is the sample estimated mean signal and S is the
common covariance matrix defined by averaging the sample
covariance matrices of the two classes. They are computed
by the following equations:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;63;518xi ¼ Ttgi; (8)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;63;488mi ¼
1

Ni

XNi

k¼1

xi;k; (9)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;63;444s̄ ¼ ðm2 −m1Þ; (10)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;326;752Σi ¼
1

Ni − 1

XNi

k¼1

ðxi;k −miÞðxi;k −miÞt; (11)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;326;715S ¼ 1

L

XL
i¼1

Σi; (12)

where subscript index i ¼ 2;1 refers to signal-present and sig-
nal-absent classes, respectively, and mi is the mean of channel-
ized data set xi for i 0th class. In this paper, T is the 10 DDOG
channels proposed by Abbey and Barrett,17 gi is the image vec-
tor before channelization, Σi is the sample covariance matrix for
the ith class, and L is the number of classes. Since there are only
two classes in the pure detection task, L ¼ 2 for the detec-
tion task.

2.3.2 Channelized scanning-linear observer

Similar to the CHO, the first- and second-order statistics need to
be calculated before generating the FOM for the CSLO. The
concept of scanning-linear estimation13 involves the calculation
of the mode of the posterior density or to approximate maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimation. This calculation requires a scan
over parameter space to compare solutions and find the maxi-
mum. The general formula of MAP estimation is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;326;475θ̂MAP ¼ argmaxθ½prðθjgÞ� ¼ argmaxθ

�
prðgjθÞprðθÞ

prðgÞ
�
;

(13)

Fig. 4 Comparisons of AUC values of analytical solutions versus CHO using 20,000 images versus CHO
using 500 images. (a) Object 1: 3 mm 14 HU, (b) object 2: 5 mm 7 HU, (c) object 3: 7 mm 5 HU, and
(d) object 4: 10 mm 3 HU.
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where the θ and θ̂ are the parameters we are interested in and
their estimated parameters, respectively, prðgjθÞ is the likelihood
of data conditioned on parameters, prðθÞ and prðgÞ are the like-
lihood of parameter θ and dataset g. To easily optimize this func-
tion, we will consider the Gaussian likelihood as was done in
Ref. 13. Note this approximation does not imply that joint
pdf prðg; θÞ is also Gaussian. Based on this approximation,
the conditional likelihood prðgjθÞ can be described by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e014;63;664prðgjθÞ≅ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πMdetðKgjθÞ

q exp

�
−1
2
½g− ḡðθÞ�tK−1

gjθ½g− ḡðθÞ�
�
;

(14)

where ḡðθÞ is the mean image averaged over the parameters θ,
Kgjθ is the sample covariance matrix conditioned on the param-
eters, and detð·Þ is the determinant of the matrix. Instead of
evaluating the covariance matrix and its inverse for every param-
eter, our second approximation is to use the mean of Kgjθ aver-
aged over all θ. To avoid the exponential term of Eq. (14), the
common strategy is to operate the natural logarithm on both
sides and ignore the term independent of the parameter θ,
which leads the second line of Eq. (13) to become

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e015;63;499 ln½prðgjθÞ� ≅ −1
2

½g − ḡðθÞ�tK̄−1
g ½g − ḡðθÞ� þ ln½prðθÞ�:

(15)

Thus, the scanning-linear estimator that maximizes the pos-
terior density under these approximations is equivalent to

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e016;63;423θ̂SLðgÞ ¼ argmaxθfḡðθÞtK̄−1
g g −

1

2
ḡðθÞtK̄−1

g ḡðθÞ
þ ln½prðθÞ�g: (16)

The first term is a linear operation applied on the testing
image data by ḡðθÞtK̄−1

g from the training data set. The second
term is a shifted term due to the different parameters θ. The third
term can be ignored in our study because prðθÞ is a constant. So
the final equation becomes

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e017;63;309θ̂SLðgÞ ¼ argmaxθ½ḡðθÞtK̄−1
g g −

1

2
ḡðθÞtK̄−1

g ḡðθÞ�: (17)

This observer operates on the data linearly, even though, in
general, the linear template is a nonlinear function of θ. In the
estimation process, the observer seeks the value of θ that will
maximize this linear operation.

For the channelized scanning-linear observer (CSLO), all
image data needs to go through channelization before using
Eq. (17). The input to the CSLO is the channelized testing
images of different unknown physical properties, xtestingðθÞ.
The output of the CSLO in this study is the estimated parameters
denoted by the vector θ̂CSLðxÞ. The relation between the input
and output, according to Eq. (17), then can be described as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e018;63;146θ̂CSLðxÞ ¼ argmaxθ½sðθÞtS−1xtestingðθÞ −
1

2
sðθÞtS−1sðθÞ�;

(18)

where sðθÞ is T � ḡðθÞ, S is TK̄−1
g Tt and xtestingðθÞ

is T � gtestingðθÞ.

2.4 Proposed Approach

In this paper, we will develop methods for computing observer
performance that rely on less real data and can thus be computed
more readily. Specifically, we will study whether we can use 40
images from one high-dose acquisition to estimate the signal
and 20 images at the appropriate dose to estimate the covariance
matrix S. In the following sections, the methods we used to esti-
mate signal and covariance matrix will be illustrated.

2.4.1 Estimated signal

Unlike the traditional method, the proposed estimated signal in
detection is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e019;326;605s̄High-dose ¼ ðm2High-dose −m1High-doseÞ; (19)

where m2High-dose and m1High-dose are the mean of the channel-
ized image data sets of signal-present and signal-absent cases
from high-dose images, respectively. The calculation of
miHigh-dose is the same as mi in Eq. (9) but requires less data.
For combined tasks, the estimated signal with fewer samples
in CSLO is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e020;326;508sHigh-doseðθÞ ¼ mðθÞ ¼ 1

N

XN
k¼1

xkHigh-doseðθÞ; (20)

where xkHigh-dose is the channelized image data of signal-present
image from high-dose images of class i.

2.4.2 Estimated covariance matrix

The covariance matrix was estimated by the LOOC method pro-
posed by Hoffbeck and Landgrebe.14 In pattern recognition, an
important problem is the effect of limited training samples on
classification performance because training data is not always
abundant and is expensive. When the ratio of the number of
training samples to the dimensionality of data becomes small,
deterioration of classification happens because the parameter
estimation becomes variable. The LOOC method developed
by Hoffbeck and Landgrebe estimates the covariance matrix
robustly when the training data are limited. The covariance
matrix was estimated by the combination of a sample covariance
matrix, a common covariance matrix, and the diagonal matrices
associated with them. The equation of i 0th covariance matrix
proposed by Hoffbeck and Landgrebe is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e021;326;252CiðαiÞ ¼ αi1diagðΣiÞ þ αi2Σi þ αi3Sþ αi4diagðSÞ; (21)

where elements of mixing parameters αi ¼ ½ αi1 αi2 αi3 αi4 �
are required to sum to unity

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e022;326;199

X4
j¼1

αij ¼ 1: (22)

The values of mixing parameters αi is selected to maximize
the average log Gaussian likelihood of leave-one-out samples,
which is called leave-one-out likelihood (LOOL). It should be
noted here that the values of mixing parameters αi are different
at different radiation dose levels. In general, the more samples of
αi, the better the improvement, i.e., less bias compared to base-
line. Both 50 and 100 samples for αi were investigated, and
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similar performance could be found in both cases when using
our proposed approach. Due to the sufficiently high accuracy
provided by 100 samples, 100 random samples of αi were
used independently for each dose level in this study. The
LOOL is computed as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e023;63;697LOOLiðαiÞ ¼
1

Ni

XNi

k¼1

lnff½xi;kjmi∕k;Ci∕kðαiÞ�g; (23)

where subscript index i∕k means that the quantity is computed
without using k’th samples from class i. The function f is the
Gaussian likelihood

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e024;63;614

f½xi;kjmi∕k;Ci∕kðαiÞ�

¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2πÞPjCi∕kj

q

× exp

�
−1
2

ðxi;k −mi∕kÞtC−1
i∕kðxi;k −mi∕kÞ

�
; (24)

where P is the number of pixels. In this study, P is equal to the
number of channels, 10, because all the image vectors were
channelized by 10 DDOG channels.17 The associated leave-
one-out quantities are then computed as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e025;63;472mi∕k ¼
1

Ni − 1

XNi

j ¼ 1

j ≠ k

xi;j; (25)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e026;63;406Σi∕k ¼
1

Ni − 2

XNi

j¼1

j ≠ k

ðxi;j −mi∕kÞðxi;j −mi∕kÞt; (26)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e027;63;347Si∕k ¼

0
BBBBB@
1

L

XL
j ¼ 1

j ≠ i

Σj

1
CCCCCA

þ 1

L
Σi∕k; (27)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e028;63;267Ci∕kðαiÞ ¼ αi1diagðΣi∕kÞ þ αi2Σi∕k þ αi3Si∕k

þ αi4diagðSi∕kÞ: (28)

Once the LOOL Ci of each class is determined, the final
covariance matrix used in our approach can be calculated by
the average of all covariance matrices from all classes. The
final covariance matrix can be written as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e029;63;178C ¼ 1

L

XL
i¼1

Ci: (29)

We will use C as the estimated covariance matrix using the
LOOL method for the rest of this paper.

2.5 Figure-of-Merit and the Relevant Mean and
Variance

It is now widely accepted that image quality should be evaluated
using task-based criteria such as the performance of an observer
(model or human) performing a medically relevant task.
However, because human observer studies are typically very
costly and time consuming, the use of a mathematical model
observer becomes a very attractive alternative. In this study,
we focus on the application of data reduction on CHO and
CSLO in CT imaging systems. The input to our observer models
is channelized image xtesting. Note here that xtesting could be
either signal-present or signal-absent and if there is a signal
present, the size and contrast of the signal may vary depending
upon which phantom is used. The output of our observer models
is the test statistics. For the detection task, the test statistics can
be described as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e030;326;569tl ¼ Wxtestingl ; (30)

where l ¼ 1 for signal-absent and l ¼ 2 for signal-present case,
respectively, and W ¼ STK̄−1. For the combined task of detec-
tion and estimation, the test statistics can be expressed as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e031;326;503tl½θl ¼ θ̂CSLOðHL−CSLOÞ;l�; (31)

where θ is the physical property of signal. θ̂CSLOðHL−CSLOÞ;l is
given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e032;326;446θ̂CSLOðHL−CSLOÞ;lðxtestingl Þ ¼ argmaxθ½SðθÞTK̄−1xtestingl

−
1
2
SðθÞTK̄−1SðθÞ�; (32)

where the channelized signal S and the channelized covariance
K can be estimated by the traditional method and proposed
method. They can be described as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e033;326;352S ¼
8<
:

sfull using 240 training samples

sless using 40 training samples

sHigh-dose;less using 40 high-dose training samples
;

(33)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e034;326;286K ¼
8<
:

Sfull using 240 training samples

Sless using 20 training samples

Cless using 20 training samples

; (34)

ðsfull; SfullÞ case is the baseline as mentioned before. The
ðsless; SlessÞ case is the traditional approach with less data and
ðsHigh-dose;less;ClessÞ case is the proposed approach using less
data. It should be noted that there are two other obvious methods
for reducing the data requirements: using only sHigh-dose;less and
conventional covariance estimates or using Cless with a conven-
tional estimate of the signal. However, we found that using
either of these methods alone is suboptimal in terms of the per-
formance compared with our proposed method and will not be
presented here for brevity. To investigate the improvement of
our proposed method with less data, we focused on the compar-
isons among these three cases, i.e., baseline, traditional
approach, and the proposed approach using the high-dose signal
and the LOOL-estimate of covariance.
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ROC curve and EROC curve18 can be generated after gen-
erating the test distributions tl. The FOM of CHO and CSLO
is the area under ROC curve (AUC) and the area under
EROC (EAUC) curve, respectively. Since the selection of mix-
ing parameters αi could depend upon the training data, the mean
values and variances of the FOM for all tasks were estimated by
the shuffle method.19

2.6 Validation Using Simulation Data

To verify our proposed method, three approaches were studied
using both simulation and real-data study: (1) baseline-tradi-
tional approach using 240 training samples and 260 testing sam-
ples; (2) traditional approach using 20 training samples and 80
testing samples; and (3) proposed approach using 20 training
samples and 80 testing samples. The baseline results represent,
to our best approximation, the results we would obtain with
nearly infinite data. Thus, the closer to the baseline, the higher
the accuracy is. The accuracy is defined as the ratio of the mean
of the AUC value estimated by the testing method to the mean
value of the AUC estimated by baseline. Again, first- and sec-
ond-order statistics, needed to be estimated, are the same for the
pure detection task and the combined detection and estimation
task. Without loss of generality, the validation will be focused on
the case of the pure detection task using simulation data. The
MITA CCT183 phantom was used for this verification study.
The accuracy is in the range of 88% to 98% for the traditional
method using fewer data in simulation. For our proposed
method using fewer data, the accuracy is in the range of
97% to 100%. The comparisons have been shown in Fig. 5.

The simulation suggested that our proposed method provides
more accurate results than the traditional approach while the
amount of data used in training and testing was reduced to
20% of the original amount of data.

3 Results
In our study, four tasks were investigated: (1) detection tasks,
(2) detection and size estimation tasks, (3) detection and contrast
estimation tasks, and (4) detection, size, and contrast estimation
tasks. For all tasks in this study, the location of signal was
known exactly and was always in the center of ROIs. For
each task, three methods were considered: (i) the baseline, tradi-
tional method with full data, (ii) traditional method with less
data, and (iii) proposed method (HL-CHO/HL-CSLO) with
less data. Full data refers to using 240 images for training
and 260 images for testing. Less data means that there are
only 20 images for training and 80 images for testing. All
the images were real CT images. The FOM for the pure detec-
tion task and the combination of detection and estimation tasks
is AUC and EAUC value, respectively. The mean and variance
of AUC or EAUC at each dose level are estimated by the shuffle
method using 20 different shuffles of the data. The accuracy is
defined by the ratio of mean value of the less data to the mean
value of baseline. The x-ray current range was chosen such that
the FOM value was neither close to 1 nor close to the guessing
value. FOM value equal to 1 means that the observer can easily
detect if the signal/tumor exists and distinguish the physical
properties of signal/tumor. The guessing value will be described
later in this paper.

Fig. 5 Simulation study. Comparisons of AUC values for 500 image pairs CHO (baseline), 100 image
pairs CHO (traditional approach), and 100 image pairs HL-CHO (proposed approach) from simulation
image data sets. (a) Object 1: 3 mm 14 HU, (b) object 2: 5 mm 7 HU, (c) object 3: 7 mm 5 HU, and
(d) object 4: 10 mm 3 HU.
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For the pure detection task, the MITACCT 183 phantom was
used. With ROC analysis, the guessing observer has an AUC of
0.5. The accuracy is 85% to 92% and 97% to 100% for CHO and
HL-CHO with less data, respectively. The plots of comparisons
are shown in Fig. 6. The results of the pure detection task indi-
cated that our proposed approach can efficiently reduce the
required data without losing accuracy.

For the detection and size estimation task, the QRM-LC-FD1
phantom was used for this task. The blind guessing value is
1
2

1
the number of estimated physical properties

. Again the 1
2

comes from
detection by guessing. The number of estimate physical proper-
ties, in this case, is 4. So the blind guessing value is 0.125. In
this task, the observer not only had to distinguish if the signal
exists, but also estimate the size of signal. The results are shown
in Fig. 7. In this task, accuracy is 84% to 88% and 97% to 99%
for CSLO and HL-CSLO method, respectively. Based on the
results of this study, the proposed approach needs only 20%
of the full dataset to reach about the same performance of
the traditional approach with the full dataset.

For the detection and contrast estimation tasks, the phantom
QRM-LC-FD4 was used for this task. Similar to the task of com-
bined detection and size estimation, there were also four objects
of the same size with four different contrasts so the blind guess-
ing value is also 0.125. The observer, in this task, had to tell if
there is a signal in the testing image or not and determined the
contrast of the signal. Results show that the accuracy is 92% to
96% for CSLO and 97% to 100% for HL-CSLO. The plot of
EAUC versus radiation dose level is shown in Fig. 8. For the
CSLO approach, the accuracy in the combined detection and

contrast estimation tasks is better than the accuracy in the com-
bined detection and size estimation tasks due to the contrasts of
objects in QRM-LC-FD4 phantom being higher than the con-
trasts of objects in QRM-LC-FD1 phantom. This increases
the accuracy in the lower dose range. Similar to the previous
task, the proposed approach still maintains higher accuracy
compared with the traditional approach.

Fig. 6 Detection task. Comparisons of AUC values for 500 image pairs CHO (baseline), 100 image pairs
CHO (traditional approach), and 100 image pairs HL-CHO (proposed approach) from real image data
sets. (a) Object 1: 3 mm 14 HU, (b) object 2: 5 mm 7 HU, (c) object 3: 7 mm 5 HU, and (d) object 4: 10 mm
3 HU.

Fig. 7 Detection and size estimation tasks. Comparisons of EAUC
values for 500 image pairs CSLO, 100 image pairs CSLO, and
100 image pairs HL-CSLO from real image data sets.
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In the study of combination of detection, size, and contrast
estimation, the observer had not only to decide whether the sig-
nal is in the image or not but also make decisions on the size and
the contrast of the detected signal. The MITACCT 189 phantom
was used. The blind guessing value in this complicated case is
0.0625 according to the guessing value equation discussed
above and the number of estimate physical properties listed
in Table 4. The accuracy of CSLO method is 88% to 91%
and the accuracy of HL-CSLO is 94% to 99%. The results
are shown in Fig. 9. For the CLSO approach with less data,
the accuracy in this task is slightly higher than the combination
task of the detection and size estimation. This does not imply
that the CSLO approach with less data in the combination
tasks of detection, size, and contrast estimation has better per-
formance because the background of phantom (MITACCT 189)
used in this task was different. The proposed approach, HL-
CSLO, again keeps high accuracy even in the low-radiation
dose level range.

The accuracies for all the tasks performed by the traditional
method and proposed method are listed in Table 5. All the stud-
ies were based on 80% data reduction. Overall, the traditional
approaches, CHO and CSLO, both suffer while the data reduced
especially in the case of lower radiation dose level. The pro-
posed approaches, HL-CHO and HL-CSLO, have stable perfor-
mance with high accuracy for all the radiation dose levels in
all tasks.

4 Conclusions and Discussions
In our studies in which both simulated and real data were tried
separately, we found that the proposed methods can match the
baseline with high accuracy while using much less data. This is
viewed as a positive result since we would ideally like our pro-
posed approach to have the same performance as the baseline.
Thus, instead of using 500 image pairs (240 training and 260
testing), the approach requires only 100 image pairs (20 training
and 80 testing) for every dose level for all the tasks. This implies
that instead of 50 scans for every radiation dose level, we need
only 10 scans—a substantial reduction. The 40 images gener-
ated at high dose levels can be repeatedly used at different
dose levels. The amount of image data required can be reduced
up to 80% with our proposed method. Thus, the usage of model
observers to assess image quality is a step closer to becoming a
practical tool for routine QA/QC of CT imaging systems.

The high-dose images efficiently estimate the signal informa-
tion with much less data because of the higher signal-to-noise
ratio in the image data. Note this property is valid only for
images from a linear reconstruction algorithm such as FBP.
For iterative reconstruction images, the signal estimated by
high dose will be an approximation because the processing is
nonlinear and dependent upon the dose level. The sample
covariance matrix is an unbiased estimator of the true covariance
matrix when given large samples. In the limit of large samples,
the sample covariance matrix approaches the true covariance.
But if the number of samples is small, then a poor estimate
of the covariance matrix occurs. In classification tasks, this
results in over-fitting when the same data used to estimate
the covariance are used to test the classifier. Over-fitting gener-
ally means that biases are introduced into the classification prob-
lem. Under-fitting implies that a classifier is too simple to match
the real complexities in the data. Shrinkage, which is also called
regularization, is a statistical scheme that combines a nominally
overfit model with one that is manifestly underfit to produce a
model with little bias.20 In this study, we focus on the approach
of LOOL. The channelized covariance matrices estimated by the
process of maximizing the LOOL makes the channelized

Fig. 8 Detection and contrast estimation tasks. Comparisons of
EAUC values for 500 image pairs CSLO (baseline), 100 image
pairs CSLO (traditional approach), and 100 image pairs HL-CSLO
(proposed approach) from real image data sets.

Fig. 9 Detection, size, and contrast estimation tasks. Comparisons of
EAUC values for 500 image pairs CSLO (baseline), 100 image pairs
CSLO (traditional approach), and 100 image pairs HL-CSLO (pro-
posed approach) from real image data sets.

Table 5 Accuracy summary of 80% data reduction.

Traditional method Proposed method

Detection task 85.88% to 91.16% 97.38% to 99.86%

Detection and
size estimation tasks

84.43% to 87.51% 97.13% to 98.85%

Detection and contrast
estimation tasks

92.84% to 95.28% 97.46% to 99.69%

Detection, size and
contrast estimation tasks

88.17% to 90.65% 94.80% to 98.33%
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covariance matrices more accurate. The covariance matrix esti-
mated by LOOL mixes of the sample channelized covariance
matrices and common channelized covariance matrices. This
hybrid of matrices makes the inverse of matrix more stable
with a sample size closer to the dimension of the channelized
vector. The combination of channelized estimated signals
from high-dose image and channelized-LOOL covariance matri-
ces makes the AUC or EAUC values very close to the baseline.

Our results consistently indicated that the data can be
reduced up to 80% if our proposed method is applied on the
CHO and CSLO. Thus, for both pure detection and combination
of detection and estimation tasks, the proposed methods, HL-
CHO and HL-CSLO, can be used to quantify the image quality
performance such as the dose saving capability and the low con-
trast detectability (LCD) performance of a CT system. It should
be noted that the LOOL method was demonstrated on FBP
images but does not rely on any of the assumptions that FBP
uses. The simulation showed that our baseline was close to
the true baseline and did rely on FBP-like assumption. This
step was performed only for demonstration purposes and is
not an integral part of the LOOL method. The limitation in
this study is that the signal shape has to be circular symmetric
due to the selection of the D-DOG channels. Thus, under con-
trolled imaging conditions, HL-CHO and HL-CSLO can also be
used to compare the image quality performance of different
algorithms, components on one system. They can also be poten-
tially used as a tool for the acceptance test for a newly developed
iterative reconstruction method.
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